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How many of you have heard the expression ‘the best seat in the house’? 

We all have. Now, normally, the best seat in the house is speaking about 

having the best view of something, whatever that is. For example, if you 

were to come to my house into my living room, we have two chairs on one 

wall, a sofa in one place, and another sofa in another. But the best seat in 

the house is my seat. I'm not being selfish; it’s just my seat. The reason is 

because the wall I look at has a fireplace, a beautiful fireplace with a 

mantle. Above the mantle is a television. The best seat in the house is the 

seat that has the best view of the television. There might be something on 

the television like a basketball game, you want the best view of the game, 

and if you are going to have the best view of the game, you have to have 

the best view of the TV. The best seat in the house is in relation to the 

view.  



I told you last week about the Hubble telescope. At this very moment, it is 

circling our planet about three hundred and forty miles above the earth. It 

orbits at a rate of seventeen thousand five hundred miles per hour, which 

means it will orbit the earth every ninety-seven minutes. Since the Hubble 

was placed in the sky, it has trekked over four billion miles. We’re not 

exactly sure, but somewhere in the twenty plus years that it’s been in 

space, nearly one million observations have been gleaned from this 

telescope. Scientists tell us that earth is the best seat in our galaxy to see 

the universe. That’s amazing, and we live on this planet. If you were here 

last week, you know we began this next segment of our 20/20 version 

series, and we've transitioned from the Bible to God. What we want to do 

is develop correct vision of God as we live in this world and in our 

community in particular during the year 2020 and beyond. If I am correct, 

and the Bible is correct that the heavens declare the glory of God, does it 

surprise any of us that God would want us to have the best seat in the 

universe to see the heavens? In other words, if we want to see a glorious 

God, it makes sense that God would put is on a planet where we could see 

the heavens better than if we were on any other planet. Do you realize 

there are planets in our galaxy that do not have a transparent atmosphere? 

There are clouds of gas that are so close to those planets that when you 

look up into the nighttime sky, you don’t see it. It’s like when we have 

those winter weather patterns where the clouds set in for days and nights, 

and sometimes, we can go three or four days and nights and never see the 

stars because of the thickness of the clouds. But we don’t live on a planet 

like that. We live in a planet that has a transparent atmosphere, which 

means when the sun goes down we have the best view of the universe. 

Have you ever noticed how when you go to the movie theater, there are all 

those commercials before the movie? You know when the movie is going to 

start because when that last commercial is played, the lights go down and 

on the screen appears what you went to the movie to see. We’re in a 

galaxy called the Milky Way that is a part of a cluster of galaxies. We’re in 

the spiral arm of our galaxy. Now, most galaxies are in clusters throughout 

the universe where there are at least ten thousand clusters of galaxies all 

combined together. Those galaxies are so close together that you never 

really get to see the heavens because of the light of the stars. It never gets 



dark enough. But, we are in the Milky Way galaxy. We’re in the darkest 

part of the Milky Way galaxy. Is that not crazy? The four biggest planets in 

our solar system shield us from the debris of space, but they never block 

our view of the universe. We get to look into the heavens and literally see 

the glory of God. I read a quote from a scientists who is not a believer, and 

he made this statement: “For some reason, it appears that the earth has 

been put in a position where we can see the heavens clearly, and we can 

discover its secrets.” Why is that possible? It’s because we’re in a galaxy of 

clusters that doesn’t have ten thousand clusters; we just have forty. So 

when the sun goes down, we see the glory of God.  

Now, there's good news. I've got a sermon this week. If you were here last 

week, for the first time in a long time, I didn’t have a sermon, so all I did 

was give you the ingredients. I told you to take it home and bake the cake. 

I got a text that said mine turned out kind of messy. That’s ok! Open to 

Romans chapter 1 and we will continue our sermon series about God. We 

know what David said about the heavens and creation; now let’s see what 

the Apostle Paul said.  

 

 

Scripture  

“For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all 

ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who by their 

unrighteousness suppress the truth. For what can be known about 

God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them. For his 

invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature, 

have been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, 

in the things that have been made. So they are without excuse. 

For although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or 

give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and 

their foolish hearts were darkened. Claiming to be wise, they 

became fools, and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for 

images resembling mortal man and birds and animals and 

creeping things. 



 

Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts to 

impurity, to the dishonoring of their bodies among themselves, 

because they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and 

worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is 

blessed forever! Amen.” 

 

(Prayer) 

Father, thank You for giving me the time this week to put together a 

sermon and not just give this church ingredients. I know that each one in 

this church can take ingredients and put together a sermon every bit as 

good as I can, but You’ve given me the privilege of being the pastor here 

and I thank You for that. Father, I'm really nervous because this is really 

out of my comfort zone. I know You have revealed Yourself in nature, but 

it’s just so much easier for me to see You in the Bible and in Your Son, 

Jesus. I want to be true to the Bible, and it’s important that as a church, 

we understand Your revelation to us in creation so that when we look up, 

we can see You. Father, we’re going to run into some people who look up 

and see Your creation, but they're not going to see You. Therefore, we 

believe You’ve called us to be able to point out who You are in creation. 

Guide me this morning and let everyone hear my heart, and the purpose is 

to be able to prepare us to be able to live in this century and be salt and 

light as the church. Let the Bible correct our vision so that we have 20/20 

vision. It’s in Your Son’s name we pray, amen.  

 

Paul is beginning his letter to the church at Rome. He has a desire to go to 

Spain and take the gospel to, what would have been to him, the ends of 

the earth. He's not ashamed of the gospel because he knows it’s the power 

of God unto salvation to everyone that believes, to the Jew first and also to 

the Gentile. But Paul understood there was an urgency to the preaching of 

the gospel. Just as the righteousness of God is revealed in the gospel, Paul 

wanted the church to understand that the wrath of God is already being 



poured out on this planet toward the ungodliness and the unrighteousness 

of mankind who suppress the truth. Church, this is not the main purpose 

but hear this. Don’t just envision one day mankind outside of Christ facing 

the wrath of God. That will happen, but there's a present tense wrath of 

God that’s being revealed right now against mankind in their ungodliness 

and unrighteousness because they suppress the truth. There are many of 

us who believe people do what they do because they don’t have the truth. 

Paul says no, that’s not true. Paul says because of God’s revelation of 

Himself in nature, every person who lives on the planet knows God, and 

that in creation, even the invisible attributes of God are clearly seen 

because He reveals Himself to them in creation. The person who 

suppresses the truth of God, which ultimately leads to a life of immorality, 

they are without excuse.  

When you study Romans chapters 1 and 2, you must draw this conclusion. 

What is the wrath of God right now? It is that God allows mankind, who 

does not know Him, who suppresses the truth, who would rather worship 

the creation rather than the Creator, to be as sinful as they want to be. 

We’ll get to mankind a little bit later on; that’s not the purpose of this 

sermon. The purpose is to take this passage along with Psalm 19 and make 

sure we understand this truth that God has revealed Himself in nature. We 

pastors call this natural revelation, or general revelation. That’s why the 

psalmist talked about the heavens declaring the glory of God, and how 

creation, the sun, moon, stars, the universe, is a work of God’s fingers. I 

believe that if we study Scripture, it clearly teaches there are two 

revelations of God. One is nature and one is special revelation where God 

reveals Himself through the Bible and seen in the person of Jesus Christ. 

Every one of us in here believe the Word of God is the inerrant, inspired, 

infallible, Word of God. I just want to make sure you know this. I 

personally believe that if God has revealed Himself in creation, as the Bible 

says He has, then the work of God in creation is also inspired, inerrant, and 

infallible. Many people don’t have the special revelation of God, but all man 

has the general revelation of God. That revelation of God is perfect, and 

that is what I want to talk to you about this morning. This is the finishing 

of the ingredients in sermon form of what we started last week of how the 

heavens declare the glory of God.  



Here's what I'm going to do. I'm going to take my glasses off. You know 

I've been doing that a lot in this sermon series because those glasses are a 

metaphor that as Christians we want to have a Christian worldview of the 

world. If we’re going to have a Christian worldview, we have to look at the 

world through the lens of the Bible. I'm taking off my glasses and I'm a 

little nervous right now because I'm not going to look at the revelation of 

God in the Bible. I'm going to look at the revelation of God in nature 

because God tells me that without my Bible, if I'm living somewhere on the 

planet and the sun is orbiting around me, it’s going in the tent at night and 

the stars come out, and I see the heavens, they declare the glory of God. 

Paul tells me that wherever I'm living, if I'm ungodly, not right with God, 

and I'm unrighteous, not right with man, then I'm suppressing the truth 

that I have because I have enough truth in nature to know God. When I 

look up, creation tells me there is a God who is knowable and that I can 

see the things I see, and that lets me see the God I can't see. His invisible 

attributes are revealed through what I can see in nature so that I'm 

without excuse.  

Because of a call of God on my life, I have spent many years and have a 

degree in studying the Bible. I love studying the Bible. I would like to think 

of myself as a theologian, someone who studied God's Word, and in that 

special revelation, I see God as He is because He has revealed Himself to 

me in the Bible and in the person of Jesus Christ. There is another group of 

people who are just like me, except they don’t spend their time studying 

God’s special revelation in the Bible and in Jesus; they spend their time 

studying God’s revelation of Himself in creation. Both revelations, in my 

opinion, are inspired by God. They're inerrant and they're infallible. Does 

that mean every time I tell you what the Bible teaches, that it’s inerrant 

and infallible? Of course not. There are times I mess up. As a matter of 

fact, there are a lot of people who are students of the Bible, but they're not 

good theologians. Some of you come out of churches where your pastor 

preached the Word of God every Sunday, but you realized that was not the 

real view of God. Something caused them to have blinders on to not see 

who the God of the Bible really is. As a matter of fact, there are some of 

you that would be worried if your children started going to a certain church 

because you know that church would not give a true picture of God. But, 



that doesn’t cause you to turn away from church. That doesn’t cause you 

to quit studying your Bible because someone else is misinterpreting the 

Bible, or interpreting it correctly, but just not seeing who God is in the Bible 

because of whatever bias they have. Then, why do we in the church not do 

the same thing with science? Why do we not value people who study God’s 

revelation of Himself in nature? Why is it when we hear somebody say 

something that we don’t believe do we discredit science? No, there's not a 

problem with the revelation; there are some people who suppress the 

truth. But if someone suppresses the truth, the truth is still the truth. So, 

you and I, as Christians, should study our special revelation, but we should 

also spend some time studying the general revelation. Christian churches 

can't be anti-science. Science and scientists are not the enemy of the 

church. So we’re going to look at creation, not through our Bible, but 

through God’s general revelation. This is going to cause some of us to 

squirm. I'm sorry, but the Bible is telling me to look up and see the glory of 

God. When properly interpreted, both revelations will always agree. I just 

want to be on record as saying the church, many times, has made as many 

errors as the scientists have. All of us should approach God humbly.  

Now, we just happen to live where we live with the best view of the 

universe, and we happen to live in the most exciting time on the planet 

when we've got a lot of technological advantages that people before us 

didn’t have, like the Hubble telescope. We’re going to look at three things 

this morning. 

1. The Origin of Creation 

2. The Order of Creation 

3. The Outcome of Creation 

 

The Origin of Creation 

What does modern science tell us about the universe? We are living in the 

age in which just about all reputable scientists agree that the universe has 

a beginning. That wasn’t always the case. A hundred years ago, scientists 

believed in a steady state theory of the universe that we talked about last 

week. Now, we know that’s not true. So when the scientist looks through 



the telescope at the universe and he does his mathematical formulas, he 

discovers the universe has a beginning. When he calculates the math back, 

give or take a little bit, 13.78 billion years ago, the universe started. Now 

don’t get caught up in that date or you won't hear what I'm going to say. 

We don’t have our glasses on; we’re looking at science. So the scientist 

looks through his telescope and realizes there is a point of origin to the 

universe, and that draws him to conclude the universe has a beginning. 

Can we applaud science for finally realizing the universe has a beginning? I 

know we have special revelation, but they're not letting that guide them. 

They are just trying to look at the science. They're just trying to look at the 

work of the creator, and now they understand there's a beginning. If there 

is a beginning, common sense says, probably what? Because of the other 

laws we know, there is a beginner. I'm going to use the term ‘big bang.’ I 

hope that doesn’t bother anybody. If that bothers you, it may be because 

many of us have believed that the big bang theory of the universe is tied to 

atheistic theories. I don’t personally believe that. Are there some people 

who are atheists who believe that? Yes, but please understand this. It was 

the people who didn’t believe in God who fought against the science saying 

the universe has a beginning because if it has a beginning it causes you to 

have to contemplate if there is a beginner. It causes Arthur Eddington, a 

renowned scientist, to say the thought of the big bang is philosophically 

repugnant to me because he understood what the alternative was, and he 

didn’t like it. In my limited study of science, I spent three to four years 

every winter studying God’s revelation in nature, so that when I looked up, 

I saw the glory of God. Here's what we know. I'm just going to throw this 

number out, but please don’t let it shake you. We’re going to use the 

scientific number of 13.78 billion years ago. All of a sudden, out of nothing 

came matter, energy, space, and time, for the first time. It had never 

existed, now it exists. If that’s true, that matter, energy, space, and time 

came into existence out of nothing, then we know that if there is a 

beginner, he has to be out of space and time because matter, energy, 

space, and time just now came into existence. He has to be independent of 

space and time. He's got to be beyond it. He's got to be outside of it. This 

means he, if it were a he, would be transcendent. He wouldn’t be time 

bound; he would be timeless, eternal. The beginner would be eternal. 



Now, if matter just came into existence at the beginning of the universe, 

then the beginner can't be material. He can't have matter; he's got to be 

independent of it, outside of it. If you don’t have something that is 

material, you have something that is immaterial. If it’s immaterial, we call it 

spirit. It would make logical sense to me that when I look up into the 

heavens, if I could look through a modern telescope, do the math, and go 

back to the beginning of creation, then there must be a beginner, there 

must be a cause, and that cause must be transcendent, eternal spirit. We 

don’t have a problem with that. The reason is because if I put my glasses 

back on and open my Bible, John 4 says my God is spirit, and therefore, He 

wants people to worship Him in spirit and in truth. My Bible actually 

teaches that my God was here before time began. He wasn’t just passively 

sitting around. He existed as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. He started 

making plans and doing things before the foundation of the earth. I am so 

thankful that the Bible actually tells me about my God doing things before 

the foundation of the world, because when my Bible tells me that, if there 

is a God who brought all this into existence, there is a possibility that the 

God of creation is my God! If the Bible had never told me about God being 

here, doing things, thinking things, and planning things, I would have no 

evidence that the Christian God is the real God. That’s why Paul begins his 

letter in Ephesians saying God chose us in Christ before the foundation of 

the world! The book of Revelation talks about a book of life, and you don’t 

get your name put it the book when you trust in Jesus; those names are 

written in the Lamb’s book of life before the foundation of the world! Paul 

wrote to Titus and Timothy and said that God blessed us with grace in 

Christ before the foundation of the world! He said we have the hope of 

eternal life, not when Jesus died on the cross, but before the foundation of 

the world because God made a promise, and He cannot lie! Peter wrote 

and said that Christ was foreordained, not when God saw man messed up 

in the garden and then put plan B into effect; before the foundation of the 

world, God had already foreordained for Christ to die for us! The God of 

the Bible is a transcendent, eternal Spirit, and He just might be the creator.  

 

 



The Order of Creation 

I've got to take my glasses back off. I've looked through the telescope a 

few times over at LBL, but as an amateur, I don’t see what the guy who 

knows how to study nature, but here is what the scientific community is 

coming to more and more: when you look at the universe and see life on 

this planet, there's an order. When I use the word, order, I'm talking about 

a design. It’s been designed to be the way it is, because ultimately, there is 

an outcome or purpose to the universe. I read a book Friday night given to 

me by a friend who spent a lot of time studying nature. The book’s author 

has a daddy who is a preacher, his granddaddy is a preacher, he has two 

brothers who are missionaries, and a brother who has a doctorate degree 

in New Testament study. But, this guy is a scientist with a doctorate in 

physics. He's a particle physicist. This guy has studied the building blocks 

to the universe, but he's a Christian. In his book, he talks about how two 

scientists who are not Christians, John Barrow, and Frank Tipler wrote a 

book called The anthropic Cosmological Principle. In their book, they talk 

about how in order for the universe to be it is and there to be life in the 

universe, it’s highly fine-tuned. There's nothing random in it. It is fine-

tuned down to what astronomically blows my mind as a farmer. Let me 

give you an example.  

Science knows there's a beginning to the universe because it is expanding. 

If it’s expanding, that means it had a point of origin. That’s been studied. A 

lot of other things about the universe have been studied. There are at least 

one hundred and forty principles in the universe that I don’t even know 

how to talk about that all have to be exactly precise in order for us to have 

the universe we have and life in it as we have it. Barrow and Tipler say to 

imagine a dashboard with a hundred plus knobs, and each knob has to be 

precisely precise. If at any time one of those knobs got out of line, there 

wouldn’t be a universe at all, just one of them, or if there were a universe, 

there wouldn’t be life. That’s almost as precise as all of those Old 

Testament prophecies about the coming of the Messiah and them being 

fulfilled to the T in Jesus.  

Get this picture. This blew my mind! Now, I'm not a scientist, not even an 

amateur scientist; I'm just a reader, an observer, someone who is out on 



the tractor and sees the glory of God. Sometimes when I go out on my 

back deck and I look up, I see the glory of God. But, I am told that when 

that expansion started in the universe, it had to be fine-tuned to 10-55. That 

is one in ten parts with fifty-five zeros at the end of it. I want to tell you 

how big that number is. I know this bothers some people, but I just want 

to use this number. If the scientist is looking correctly through his 

telescope and supposing the universe is 13.78 billion years old, do you 

know how many seconds ago that would be? It would be the number one 

with seventeen zeros behind it. That is how many seconds there have been 

if the universe is that old. Now, the number we’re talking about with fine-

tuning has a minus fifty-five above it. I want to give you an example of 

how fine-tuned this has to be, how the expansion rate had to be just right 

because if the expansion rate was too slow, the universe would have 

collapsed, and if it was too fast, the stars and galaxies would never have 

formed, and there would never have been life. Imagine this. Here is how 

precise that knob has to be. Let’s imagine the North American continent, 

the whole continent, covered with dimes. That is a lot of dimes! How tall 

would that stack of dimes be to be 10-55? That stack of dimes would go all 

the way to the moon, two hundred thirty eight thousand, nine hundred 

miles tall, and that doesn’t even begin to cover that number. We would 

have to have a billion stacks of dimes! So, we've got a billion stacks of 

dimes all the way to the moon on the North American continent. To 

understand how precise this is, we’re now going to mark one of the dimes 

and hide it in one of the stacks. Then, we’re going to find a blind man and 

give him one chance to find the marked dime. Wow! Are you listening to 

me? If the number had been off that much too slow, or that much too fast, 

we wouldn’t have a universe. That blows my mind!  

Do you remember when I talked about how big the Milky Way galaxy was? 

It’s one hundred thousand light years across. Are you ready for one of the 

other principles? If we took a tape measure and stretched it one hundred 

thousand light years and put a mark on the tape measure, and if we 

moved that mark more than an inch, there wouldn’t be a universe or life in 

the universe. If we took the density of mass in the universe and likened it 

to an aircraft carrier which is three football fields long, one hundred 

thousand tons, and we changed the mass index one billionth of a trillionth 



of the mass of an electron, it would sink the ship. Do you remember 

electrons in school? Do you remember that big chart of all the elements? If 

you're a hunter, you're going to love this one. If we go to another dial, it’s 

so precise that if I give you a gun and I gave you an inch target, I would 

have to put it at the end of the universe, twenty billion light years away, 

and you would have to hit it. That’s how precise it is. One guy said that 

biologists have to keep reminding themselves that this was not designed. 

Fred Hoyle said it looks to him like the facts point to that some super 

intelligence has monkeyed with physics, chemistry, and biology and there 

is not randomness.  

What I'm telling you is that science has come to the conclusion that there's 

an order in the universe that implies intelligence and the order. I know 

some are thinking Barrow and Tipler are believers. They're not, but they 

have a theory about the origin of the universe. Remember, there are a lot 

of scientists who are great scientists in discovering facts, but they're poor 

theologians and philosophers. Barrow and Tipler’s speculative answer is 

that humans do in fact create the universe. They believe that humankind 

will one day evolve to a point where they encompass and fill the whole 

universe, where they have gained infinite knowledge, where they are able 

to reach back in time and create the universe for themselves. Great 

scientists, but poor philosophers and theologians! Here's what my Bible 

would say. These guys know the truth, they just suppress the truth, and 

they're without excuse.  

What does this tell us? If creation says there's an order of intelligence to 

creation, it tells us that the beginner is super intelligent. Jeremiah 10:12 

says, “It is He who made the earth by His power who established the world 

by His wisdom, and by His understanding stretched out the heavens.” How 

did Jeremiah know that God stretched out the heavens when he lived 

before modern science and didn’t have the ability to see an expanding 

universe? It is because God is the God of creation.  

The Outcome of Creation 

We talked about the Garden of Eden on the planet, but scientists are 

coming to believe that this whole earth is really the only place in the 



universe that is habitable by human life. You have to have the right sun, 

right planet, and right solar system with the right planets circling. The sun 

has to be a third generation star, but there has to be a second generation 

star because you can't have humans without carbon. You can't have life 

without carbon. Carbon get emitted throughout the universe when the 

second generation of stars starting collapsing and burning out. Just as the 

woodpile I burnt last night will have ash this afternoon, what's the leftover 

fuel from stars that have burned out? It’s carbon. All of a sudden, boom; 

we have a sun that’s just the right size, just the right distance to the right 

planet that’s the right size that spins at the right rate. Scientists are 

beginning to believe, even the ones who are agnostic, it looks like life was 

the ultimate outcome, human life, for the creation of the universe. If that is 

true, then science would lead me to believe the beginner is transcendent, 

spirit who is super intelligent, and is personal.  

How personal is He? He so loved the world that He gave His only begotten 

Son that whosoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting 

life.  

 

 


